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Abstract
In a brief form new peculiarities of the multiplicity distributions pre-
dicted by higher order QCD and their physical origin are discussed. Several
problems which can be studied at HERA are formulated.
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1 Denitions
Multiplicity distributions (MD) of particles produced in high energy collisions
are the most typical and widely discussed characteristics of the interaction dy-
namics. In a condensed form MD provide information about the uctuations of
energy spent for multiple particle production during collisions. The goal of the
present paper is to review briey the new features of the multiplicity distributions
predicted by higher order QCD.
There are two complementary ways of dealing with multiplicity uctuations:




= of events over the number of produced
particles;
{ measuring the inclusive multiplicity correlators.


















































These moments have an important advantage over the ordinary moments.
The average shown in (1) implies mean value of the corresponding expressions
over the available set of experimental events. In experiment, this averaging takes
into account both statistical and dynamical eects. If one assumes that random
uctuations due to limited number of detected particles are described by the
Poissonian distribution then the total average of factorial moments is equivalent to
the dynamical average of usual moment [2]. Thus, the usage of factorial moments
suppresses statistical uctuations due to nite number of particles in a given
region of the phase space.
In the Feynman diagram's language, F
q
correspond to the set of all graphs
while cumulants K
q
describe the connected graphs only. The cumulants provide
the knowledge about the "true" correlations, non-reducible to the product of
the correlations of lower order. At asymptotically high energies the normalized
factorial moments (as well as the ordinary ones) do not depend on energy and are
the functions of their rank only. The higher is the rank of the moment, the more
sensitive it is to the "tail" of the distributions at large n. The steeper decrease of
the distribution at large n leads to smaller values of high rank factorial moments.
For a theoretical analysis the study of the numerical series P
n
is convenient to






































































Thus, the knowledge of GF gives us a possibility to calculate both the multi-
plicity distribution and cumulant and factorial moments i.e., (3)-(6) demonstrate














which behaves in a qualitatively dierent way for various
distributions and is more sensitive to a special form of P
n
which one is unable to




. That way, in a denite situation,
either one of them or another can be preferred due to the stronger sensitivity to
the specic details.
2 Some properties of the multiplicity distribu-
tions on experiment
In pre-QCD time Koba, Nielsen and Olesen published paper [4] with a hypothesis
about the scaling properties of the multiplicity distributions at asymptotic ener-
gies (KNO scaling). If z is the scaled multiplicity z = n=hni, then KNO scaling
implies a universal form
 (z) = hniP
n
for the multiplicity distribution. During last 30 years the KNO-like behaviour
of the multiplicity distributions was experimentally conrmed in various types of
high energy particle production processes except the data on proton-antiproton
interactions at the highest energies
p
s = 546 and 900 GeV obtained by UA5
collaboration [5] in CERN.









































(k + 1)    (k + q   1)
(8)
3
is another example of the distribution which ts experimental ones pretty well
both in full phase space and in smaller phase space domains. It depends on two
parameters, the average multiplicity hni and a positive parameter k describing
the shape of the distribution
2
. There are many ways to come to NBD. Here we
will mention only two classes of mechanisms proposed to generate NBD, (partial)
stimulated emission [6, 7] and cascading [7].
3 What does QCD tell us about the multiplicity
distributions?
The KNO hypothesis was strongly supported by QCD when the equations for gen-
erating functions were solved in the so-called double logarithmic approximation
(DLA). DLA happens to be too crude however for making reasonable predictions
even for asymptotically high energies: the predicted KNO shape of the distribu-
tion appeared to be much wider than the experimental one. On the qualitative
level, DLA can be thought to overestimate cascading processes, ignoring com-
pletely the energy-momentum balance since the energy of the radiating particles
remains unchanged after a soft gluon emission. Therefore it seemingly overesti-
mates gluon multiplicities, the characteristic energy of partons that multiplicate
more actively etc. The account of higher order perturbative corrections must
lead to a more accurate control over the parton splitting processes and energy
conservation.
Such a program has been realized (see [8], [9]) in the framework of the modied
LLA (MLLA) by a generalization of the standard LLA scheme following the logic
of the famous Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi approach and including the exact
angular ordering (AO) (instead of the strong AO within DLA). Thus the system
of the MLLA integro-dierential equations for quark and gluon GF has been
derived.
A recent series of publication [3], [10]-[13] was devoted to solving of these




-collisions with account of dierent next-to-next-
to leading (NNL) eects. Corresponding corrections can be looked upon [14] as
due to a more accurate account of energy conservation in the course of parton
splitting. For instance, an approximation used in [10] which allowed to derive
in the framework of gluodynamics the analytical expressions for the asymptotic
behaviour of factorial moments and of the KNO function improves the agreement
with experiment by reducing substantially the width of the theoretical distribu-
tion. Cumulant and factorial moments of the multiplicity distribution in per-
turbative gluodynamics have been calculated in [3], [11]. The account of quark




and they inuence H
q
rather weakly. The exact solution of the QCD equations
for quark and gluon GF in the case of xed coupling has been obtained in [13].
2
As it follows from (8) H
q










Figure 1: a) The factorial moments for QCD distributions [3] (solid line), [10]
(dotted line) and the negative binomial distribution with k = 7:6 (short-dashed
line). b) The ratio H
q
for the same distributions as in a).
One has noticed already that the ratio H
q
is more sensitive to a special form
of P
n
at large n in comparison with F
q
(see Fig. 1). It is seen [12] that all
curves in Fig. 1a with qualitatively the same behaviour are very close to each
other for q  10 but H
q
(Fig. 1b) demonstrate much stronger sensitivity to the
assumptions used. The most typical feature of the ratio H
q
predicted by QCD
[11] is its quasi-oscillating form with variations the sign (Fig. 2). Such oscillating
behaviour of H
q
is a specic property of higher order QCD. Less complete account
of nonlinearities in the equations for GF leads [3], [12] only to one minimumwith




The results of [3] have initiated a search for the peculiarities of H
q
from the
experimental data. According to calculations of H
q





- interactions in the energy range from 22 to 91 GeV and on hh{collisions
in the energy range from 24 to 900 GeV done in [15], its behavior corresponds
to the predictions of higher order QCD and does not satisfy NBD-requirements.(
A few examples are presented in Fig. 3
4
.) Therefore, the conclusion that NBD
3
Recall that for NBD H
q
is monotone declining, ever positive and tending to zero at large
ranks q (Fig. 1b).
4
It is surprising that the theoretical results, which have been obtained for hard processes at
5
Figure 2: The ratio H
q
predicted by QCD [11].
is not appropriate for description of tiny features of multiplicity distributions in
particle production processes has been claimed in [12], [15].
4 Monte Carlo Generators
All the Monte Carlo (MC) generators for high energy physics [16] and, in par-
ticular, those which simulate deep inelastic scattering (DIS)[17] are based on the
leading logarithm (LL) picture with two body parton splitting a! b + c. How-
ever, as one mentioned in the previous section, higher orders in the perturbative
QCD are necessary for a proper description of multiproduction at high energies.
At present this can only be achieved through approximate methods such as
dierent kinds of QCD cascade models for multiple parton emission implemented
in the MC generators (the Lund parton shower (PS) and the color dipole model).
LLA used in PS does not give a proper treatment of hard emissions and a method






) QCD matrix elements and then add softer radiation using the
parton shower technique.
One can ask a question:
Are the above-mentioned improvements of the MC models enough for a proper
description of H
q
? The answer one would think is obvious: since LLA is a base
of PS one should not expect the oscillatory behavior of H
q
. However, according







s = 91GeV; 10
3








has, nevertheless, an oscillating form (Fig. 4 ). An explanation of such
a phenomenon can be found immediately if one recalls two facts: 1) each MC code
takes special care about both local (in the course of parton splitting) and global
energy-momentum conservation in the collision; 2) the limitation of the total
energy is a physical origin of large O(
s
) corrections [14]. Thus, LLA completed
asymptotically high energies, are qualitatively well reproduced in very wide range of energies




processes but for soft hadronic collisions as well.
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Figure 4: The ratio H
q
due to the QCD MC codes (see the text). Lines are to
guide the eye.
8
by accounting of the energy-momentum conservation in the MC models imitate
some part of higher order corrections and this can lead to the oscillation of H
q
.
But it is still a question how large is that part?
5 Phenomenological examples
In favour of the suggested interpretation testify also the following remarkable
fact [18]. Formally, according to (7) NBD has an innite "tail" at nite energy





(8). On the other hand, an innite "tail" of MD is pos-
sible only either for production of massless particles or neglecting of the energy
conservation during a reaction. Account of these factors leads to a truncation of
the MD "tail" at some nite multiplicity n
tr
. As a result, H
q
calculated for the
truncated NBD starts oscillate around the curve q
 k
with alternation the sigh.








. The same property of H
q
has been found also for the
truncated Poisson distribution.
Another example is a behaviour of H
q
in soft pp collisions at SppS and Teva-
tron energies calculated [19] in the framework of the Dual Parton Model [20]. As
it has been found [19] the shape of H
q
( an amplitude of the oscillation, position
of minima and maxima) is very sensitive to the number of cut Pomerons.
6 What can be done at HERA ?
Among the high energy reactions where the oscillation of H
q
[15] has been found
[15] ep collisions are missed. A new data from the ep collider HERA will be
able to ll in this gap. The invariant mass W of the hadronic nal state in deep
inelastic scattering at HERA extends, with signicant cross sections, to the phase
space limit (
p
s = 314GeV ). This circumstance allows us to formulate several
problems related with properties of MD which can de studied with the H1 and
ZEUS detectors:
1. Detailed studies of MD as a function of z = n=hni over the whole kinemat-
ical region at W up to the highest available ones. Does the KNO scaling violate
for large values of W ?







factorial moments both for the full phase space and restricted rapidity windows,
for events with one, two,... jets, etc. Does H
q
as a function of the order q show
an oscillation around H
q
= 0 ? If so, confronting the data with predictions of
the MC models we would learn more about the quality accounting for the higher
order eects in the improved MC models.
3. Measurements of W dependence of H
q
would allow us to make a conclusion
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